Introduction
============

Gene transcription is an essential process for proper cellular function. However, translocating RNA polymerases may encounter lesions in the DNA template that impede the transcription machinery and cause slowing down or even stalling of these polymerases, thereby depriving cells from essential RNA molecules or triggering a signaling response leading to apoptosis.[@R1] In some cases RNA Polymerase II (RNAPII) might bypass lesions, an activity most likely depending on two flexible regions of the Rpb1 subunit of RNAPII.[@R2] However, this translesion synthesis might result in aberrant transcripts.[@R3] Therefore, more preferably, these RNA polymerase blocking DNA lesions are repaired to restore transcription and thereby proper cellular functioning.[@R4] An example of transcription blocking lesions are cyclobutane-pyrimidine dimers (CPD) and 6-4 pyrimindinepyrimidone photo products (64PP), which are the most abundant occurring DNA lesions upon UV irradiation. Transcription coupled nucleotide excision repair (TC-NER) is a dedicated branch of the nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathway, which removes transcription-blocking lesions specifically from transcribed strands.[@R5] RNAPII constantly interacts with TC-NER proteins, so that upon stalling, the lesions can rapidly be recognized and repaired. For example, CSB transiently interacts with RNAPII. Upon lesion stalling of RNAPII, CSB gets more tightly associated,[@R6] resulting in recruitment of CSA to the damage.[@R7] Recently, also two other crucial TC-NER factors, UVSSA and USP7, were shown to interact with RNAPII in unperturbed conditions.[@R8] Together these proteins are involved in the damage recognition step and play a crucial role in the formation and function of the complete TC-NER complex ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, left side). Lesions located throughout the genome are targeted by the global genome repair (GG-NER) pathway. GG-NER is initiated by the concerted action of the XPC and DDB2 DNA damage sensing protein complexes. TC-NER and GG-NER only differ in the DNA damage recognition after which TFIIH is recruited, which partially unwinds the damaged DNA and plays an important role, together with XPA and RPA, in the damage verification. Next the endonucleases XPF/ERCC1 and XPG incise the damaged DNA strand and remove about 30 nucleotides. DNA polymerases synthesize new DNA over the single-stranded gap followed by the sealing of the nick by DNA ligases I or III to complete the NER reaction.[@R9] Importantly, in the specific case of TC-NER, an essential step for proper cellular functioning, is that transcription needs to resume after repair is completed.[@R4]^,^[@R5] This recovery of RNA synthesis (RRS) can be measured by pulse chase labeling with uridine analogs and is commonly used to determine TC-NER efficiency.[@R10] The biological relevance of a failure to restart transcription upon DNA damage, due to an impaired TC-NER, is illustrated by patients with inborn TC-NER defects. Inactivating mutations in UVSSA result for example in the UV sensitive syndrome characterized by a hypersensitivity to UV-irradiation. While patients with nonfunctional CSA or CSB exhibit additional severe clinical features such as growth and development failure and premature segmental aging.[@R4]^,^[@R11]

![**Figure 1.** Model of mammalian transcription coupled repair. During transcription UVSSA, USP7, and CSB transiently interacts with RNAPII. When the polymerase encounters a lesion in the DNA, the stalled complex will block access of the repair proteins to the lesion. Therefore, RNAPII has to be either moved back along the DNA to enable TC-NER initiation by CSB, UVSSA, USP7, and CSA (left side) or degraded to allow repair by other repair mechanisms (right side). In TC-NER, the DNA is unwound by TFIIH that together with XPA is responsible for the damage verification. The endonucleases XPF/ERCC1 and XPG are positioned by RPA and cleave the damaged DNA strand and remove about 30 bases around the damage. DNA polymerases fill the single-stranded gap followed by ligation of the nick by DNA ligases I or III to complete the NER reaction. Upon damage removal the transcription need to restart for proper cellular functioning.](nucl-5-203-g1){#F1}

Importantly, when RNAPII is stalled at a lesion the damaged bases are enclosed in the active polymerase complex, thereby shielding the damage from repair factors.[@R12] Therefore, to make the lesion accessible for repair, the stalled RNAPII has to be removed or backtracked. Currently, there are two, not mutually exclusive, models describing the displacement of the polymerase from the DNA lesion. RNAPII might reverse translocate along the DNA resulting in the initiation of TC-NER[@R4]^,^[@R13]^,^[@R14] ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, left side). If the RNAPII blocking lesion cannot be resolved efficiently by the above process, the stalled RNAPII may be ubiquitylated resulting in the dissociation and subsequent degradation of the large subunit of the RNA polymerase complex, RPB1,[@R15] thereby making the lesion accessible for other repair systems ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, right side).

The RNA polymerase is likely not the only obstacle that may impede accessibility of lesions by repair factors. Another group of proteins that can restrict protein access are the building blocks of the nucleosomes, the histones, which define the chromatin organization and compaction. Therefore, like transcription and replication, it is expected that efficient DNA repair also requires chromatin remodeling. The access-repair-restore model, already described by Smerdon over two decades ago, proposes that the nucleosomes need to be removed or remodeled to permit access of the repair proteins to a DNA lesion.[@R16] Additionally, upon completion of the repair reaction the chromatin structure needs to be restored to its pre-damaged state to maintain specific chromatin organization, as defined by the presence of specific histone variants, and preserve epigenetic information like histone modifications, which are necessary for proper cellular functioning.[@R16]^,^[@R17] Histone chaperones and ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers are responsible for histone sliding, eviction, and insertion to remodel the chromatin to facilitate different DNA transacting processes. Different ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers were identified to function in DNA repair, including the UV DNA damage response.[@R18] For example, BRG1, part of the SWI/SNF family, associates with the GG-NER recognition factors XPC and DDB2, thereby stimulating CPD removal in mammalian cells.[@R19]^,^[@R20] Also, loss of INO80, an ATP dependent chromatin remodeler, was shown to abolish the assembly of the NER complex, suggesting that chromatin remodeling is needed for repair.[@R21] In addition, chromatin restoration after repair was shown to be dependent on CAF1, a histone chaperone that incorporates new histone H3.1 variants after completion of NER.[@R22]

Since transcription requires a more open chromatin structure, it was expected that TC-NER is less dependent on chromatin remodeling in comparison to GG-NER. However, several chromatin remodelers, specifically involved in TC-NER, are identified. The key TC-NER protein CSB, contains a SWI2/SNF2 ATPase domain and in vitro it has been shown that CSB can remodel chromatin, an activity stimulated by the histone chaperone NAP1.[@R23]^-^[@R25] HMGN1, a nucleosomal binding protein, and p300, a histone acetyl transferase, are other examples of proteins that are part of the TC-NER complex and involved in reducing chromatin compaction.[@R5]^,^[@R7]

Transcription Restart after UV Damage Requires Chromatin Remodeling
===================================================================

After completion of DNA repair in the transcribed strand of an expressed gene the transcription machinery needs to be restarted in order to restore normal expression levels of the affected gene. Whether specific proteins, next to the essential repair proteins, are involved in the transcriptional restart after repair has so far remained elusive. Specific histone variants and histone PTMs play an important role in gene expression regulation, and therefore it is expected that chromatin organization is also important for RRS. Recently three different papers identified chromatin modulating factors implicated in the transcription restart after DNA repair.[@R26]^-^[@R28] Together these papers show that repair of the transcribed strand alone is not sufficient for the cell to restore expression levels of the affected genes, but that specific chromatin modifications and remodeling events are crucial as well.

Two of these papers[@R26]^,^[@R27] identified the involvement of key histone chaperones during the TC-NER reaction directly resulting in nucleosome remodeling. Previously it was shown that the histone chaperone "Histone regulator A" (HIRA) is involved in chromatin remodeling in the response to double strand breaks (DSBs) and is also recruited to UV-A-induced lesions.[@R29] The HIRA chaperone deposits the histone variant H3.3 in transcriptionally active chromatin.[@R30] Knockdown of HIRA does not affect recruitment of NER factors nor the repair synthesis, indicating that HIRA is not involved in GG-NER.[@R26] However, downregulation of HIRA resulted in an impaired RRS after UVC damage to an extent comparable to TC-NER-deficient cells, implying an important role in transcription recovery.[@R26] The HIRA function at transcription blocking DNA lesions was elegantly shown using SNAP-tagged histones, enabling to specifically identify novel incorporated H3.3 at the damaged site.[@R26] As H3.3 is normally present in transcriptional active chromatin and carries specific modifications, which either promote transcription or exclude transcription inhibiting factors from the chromatin,[@R31] it is very likely that H3.3 incorporation at sites of UV damage plays an essential role during transcription recovery upon DNA damage.

In addition it was shown that the histone chaperone FACT (Facilitating Chromatin Transcription) is also involved in transcription recovery upon UV damage. FACT is a heterodimer, consisting of the SPT16 and SSRP1 subunits, and is a known H2A/H2B chaperone.[@R32] FACT was already known to function in the UV damage response where it acts in p53 signaling together with casein kinase 2.[@R33] Both subunits of FACT are recruited to the site of local UV damage; however, only SPT16 depletion results in an impaired recovery of RNA synthesis after UV damage. These data suggest a specific role for SPT16 in the transcription recovery after UV damage, besides its other functions together with SSRP1.[@R27]^,^[@R32] In line with this, SPT16 downregulation results in a UV-hypersensitivity whereas knock down of SSRP1 does not affect the UV-sensitivity. The combination of fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and local UV damage induction uncovered a SPT16-dependent enhanced removal and incorporation of new H2A/H2B dimers at the site of local UVC damage.[@R27] The postulated function of the FACT-dependent H2A/H2B exchange, during normal transcription, is to enable translocation of RNAPII along the chromatin by destabilizing the nucleosomes.[@R32] After DNA damage the SPT16 activity might result in a prolonged plasticity of the chromatin, as shown by the increased H2A/H2B turnover at UV-damage.[@R33] A possible function of this SPT16-mediated chromatin plasticity is to facilitate backtracking of stalled RNAPII, a crucial step in TC-NER.[@R4]^,^[@R15]^,^[@R34] When RNAPII is not efficiently pulled back from the lesion to allow access of repair factors, the polymerase might get polyubiquitylated and degraded, referred to as the "last resort." Turnover of RNAPII may lead to a delay in transcription recovery after UV damage repair since new RNAPII has to be loaded onto this transcribed gene.[@R15] Instead of playing a role in backtracking, it is also conceivable that the SPT16 mediated H2A/H2B exchange is necessary for forward movement of the RNAPII. This can either be necessary for the restart of transcription by the stalled polymerase after the blocking lesion has been successfully repaired, or it might be involved in lesion bypass synthesis. This latter, more remote scenario is unfavorable as it might result in aberrant transcripts.[@R35] Another possibility is that the chromatin remodeling stimulates the recruitment of other (unknown) factors involved in repair or specifically involved in transcription restart after UVC damage.

Strikingly, while both histone chaperones are suggested to play an important role specifically for transcription restart after repair, both factors are recruited to sites of UV-damage with comparable accumulation kinetics as early NER-factors. This early response was further corroborated as both factors are still recruited in XPA- or XPG-deficient patient cells in which both GG-NER, and more importantly, TC-NER cannot take place.[@R26]^,^[@R27] In line with this it was shown that repair is also not a pre-requisite for both histone H3.3 deposition or H2A/H2B exchange.[@R26]^,^[@R27] HIRA is shown to only remain transiently enriched at DNA lesions as its recruitment decreased already 1 h after damage infliction, while it takes much longer to fully restore expression levels to pre-damage levels (20--24 h).[@R26] However the maximum levels of H3.3 are reached after 1 h and remain stable until transcription restarts. These results indicate that HIRA functions early during TC-NER in order to prepare the damaged chromatin for transcription recovery. In contrast to HIRA accumulation, SPT16 remains present for longer periods at sites of damage. This difference between HIRA and SPT16 colocalization with DNA lesions is in line with their chromatin remodeling functions. HIRA causes the incorporation of the histone variant H3.3, which remains stably incorporated in the chromatin, thereby most likely replacing other H3 histone variants. However, UV stimulates a continuous exchange of H2A/H2B at sites of damage, which most logically needs long lasting histone chaperone activity of SPT16 and therefore explains the persistent enrichment of SPT16 at damaged sites.

The question remains how these factors are specifically recruited to sites of stalled RNAPII as the recruitment of both HIRA and SPT16 is independent of repair. The recruitment of FACT is transcription independent, indicating it is either a very early step in the NER pathway or a parallel process that happens independent of NER and transcription.[@R27] During transcription the recruitment of FACT is mediated by the histone methyltransferase SETD2.[@R36] It is thus possible that, also in the UV damage response, specific histone modifications will mediate the FACT recruitment. The HIRA recruitment was shown to depend on the ubiquitylation activity of Cul4/DDB1.[@R26] However, thus far there is no indication that HIRA is ubiquitylated itself or that it can interact directly with ubiquitylated proteins. Since HIRA is able to bind to naked DNA,[@R37] it is possible that the DDB1-CUL4 ubiquitin ligase activity toward nucleosomes might result in the generation of nucleosome sparse DNA, making it available for HIRA binding.[@R38]

Post Translational Modifications
================================

Next to regulating the recruitment of histone chaperones to sites of DNA damage, post translational histone modifications are well established to regulate the promoter activity. Transcription normally requires specifically marked chromatin in order to open up the chromatin and stimulate transcription initiation. These marks consist, among others, of high levels of H4K16 and H4K20 acetylation and methylation of lysine 4, 36, and 79 on histone H3, compared with heterochromatin.[@R32]^,^[@R39] A large group of proteins is responsible for creating, maintaining or removing these modifications. For instance, the yeast lysine methyltransferase DOT1, which specifically methylates H3K79, is an important transcription regulator.[@R40]^,^[@R41]

The mammalian homolog of DOT1, DOT1 like protein (DOT1L), is part of a complex, containing several myeloid or mix-lineage leukemia fusion partners. Next to regulating H3K79 di- and tri-methylation in transcription,[@R42] DOT1L also stimulates recruitment of 53BP1 to DNA DSBs and has a thus far unknown function in the UV damage response.[@R43]^,^[@R44] Recent findings show that knock out of DOT1L, in mouse embryonic fibroblasts, leads to increased UV sensitivity.[@R28] Interestingly, DOT1L depletion does not influence GG-NER or TC-NER, but does result in a strong impairment of transcription recovery after UV damage.[@R28] As loss of DOT1L and the subsequent reduction of H3K79 methylation normally results in the repression of transcription, the authors tested if general chromatin relaxation could overcome the effect of DOT1L absence by using Trichostatin A. Treatment with this class I Histone deacetylase inhibitor resulted in a rescue of the DOT1L phenotype, both in transcription recovery and UV-survival, suggesting that DOT1L normally results in an open chromatin structure around the promoter of UV-repressed genes to allow transcription re-initiation.[@R28] These data suggest a transacting effect of DOT1L at the promoters, in contrast to HIRA and FACT that most likely act in the vicinity of the lesions. In line with this, Oksenych and colleagues show that in absence of DOT1L, the transcription initiation machinery is not assembled at promoters after UV irradiation, while in wild type cells the machinery reassembles 6--10 h after irradiation.[@R28]

Specific histone modifications, associated with either active or repressive chromatin regions were tested in the promoter region of the *DFHR* gene. Over time the WT cells show a gradual increase in H4 acetylation and 6 h after irradiation there is a large increase in DOT1L mediated H3K79 dimethylation in these cells.[@R28] However no signs of these active chromatin marks are found after irradiation of DOT1L depleted cells.[@R28] In addition, the heterochromatin H3K9me2 mark is upregulated after UV in DOT1L depleted cells in comparison to WT MEFs.[@R28] DOT1L mediated H3K79 trimethylation plays a role in transcription restart after UV by creating an active open chromatin state at promoters to allow reassembly of the pre-initiation complex. Dot1L trimethylates H3K79, a lysine in the core region of the histone, which is remarkable since most modifications occur on histone tails.[@R45] H3K79 methylation might serve as a first landmark for chromatin remodeling, preceding the recruitment of other modifiers and histone modifications.[@R28] Most likely, Dot1L functions in transcription recovery by limiting the spreading of heterochromatin marks at promoters immediately after irradiation, which allows RNAPII to re-accumulate at the promoters to re-activate transcription as soon as the UV damage is repaired.[@R28]

Specific Chromatin Remodeling for Transcriptional Restart upon DNA Damage
=========================================================================

An interesting question remains whether most chromatin modifying enzymes are implicated or whether only specific factors have acquired or adapted a specific role in the DDR. In addition, it is currently unknown whether these factors are specifically involved in transcription resumption upon transcription blocking DNA damage or are also involved in the recovery of other transcription pausing events. Methyltransferases, like DOT1L, MYST2, and G9a, are involved in facilitating an open chromatin environment and might therefore play a role in general transcription initiation. Interestingly, only the chromatin modifier DOT1L was found to be specifically required for transcription restart after UV damage, as MYST2 and G9a do not play a role during RRS.[@R28] The effect of DOT1L on transcription restart is specific for transcription inhibition upon genotoxic insults, since after incubation with the transcription inhibitor DRB, transcription can be restarted in a DOT1L independent manner.[@R28] A similar, specific involvement in transcription restart upon DNA damage holds for FACT en HIRA, as experiments show that another H3.3 chaperone DAXX did not have an effect on the UV-induced H3.3 incorporation.[@R26] In line with this, the SPT16 subunit of the H2A/H2B chaperone FACT is essential for H2A/H2B exchange after UV, while the SPT16 binding partner SSRP1, required for the canonical FACT function or other H2A/H2B chaperones, like NAP1L1, seem not to be involved.[@R27] The activities HIRA, FACT and DOT1L are thought to play a role in the priming of the chromatin for proper transcription recovery. Just like the methyltransferase activity of DOT1L, most likely the incorporation of H3.3 and eviction of the nucleosomal H2A/H2B histones results in a temporarily open chromatin state. This indicates that transcription activation upon DNA damage needs extra chromatin plasticity compared with normal transcription, as for example HIRA and DOT1L are not needed for transcription restart upon DRB inhibition.[@R26]^,^[@R28] Together these findings suggest that there is a specific form of transcription: namely the recovery of RNA synthesis upon genotoxic insults, which needs specific chromatin changes to be fully functional.

Outlook
=======

It should be noted that at this moment it cannot be excluded that HIRA and FACT chromatin remodeling activities facilitate TC-NER, and therefore these proteins are crucial factors for transcription restart in an indirect manner. This might also explain their presence early in the TC-NER reaction. Crucial experiments to specifically measure TC-NER repair capacity, like, for example, strand specific repair assays, should point out if HIRA and FACT activity affects repair or specifically transcription recovery as was shown for DOT1L.

It is not known whether the activities of HIRA, FACT, and DOT1L are always needed together to stimulate RRS, or that subsets of these chromatin remodelers are needed under specific conditions. As discussed before, lesion stalled RNAPII is either degraded or reverse translocated to allow repair and finally transcription restart. Different chromatin remodeling activities could be needed for these different events and might explain the involvement of different chromatin remodelers in the transcription restart. For example, the RNAPII backtracking followed by damage removal by TC-NER ([Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) could be stimulated through enhancing the chromatin plasticity by FACT, which is in line with the early FACT recruitment to the damaged site. In case of degradation of the RNAPII upon stalling at the lesion, either an already active transcription complex, that did not encounter this lesion yet will continue transcription, or a new transcription complex needs to be built up at the promoter. In this latter event, DOT1L activity, which promotes re-accumulation of the transcription machinery at promoters,[@R28] might be specifically important ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Further studies will have to point out when exactly specific remodeling activities are needed and how the interplay between histone chaperones and modifiers is defined.

![**Figure 2.** Chromatin remodeling during the transcriptional restart upon DNA damage. This model shows an overview of chromatin remodeling necessary for transcriptional restart after UV damage. When RNAPII is stalled by a lesion, the damaged site has to be made accessible for repair. This is done by chromatin remodelers like NAP1L1, p300, and HMGN1 (not shown), which are most likely involved in the reverse translocation of RNAPII. FACT mediates H2A/H2B exchange which might give the chromatin extra plasticity needed for this backtracking. In another scenario, if RNAPII is degraded, other repair mechanisms will remove the damage and in order for transcription to restart new RNAPII has to be loaded onto the DNA. As DOT1L is a histone methyltransferase that prevents heterochromatin spreading and might therefore stimulates loading of new RNAPII after it has been degraded upon DNA damage. Both these pathways could be stimulated by the incorporation of new histone H3.3 by HIRA. DOT1L and FACT might also play a role in either of these events. This chromatin remodeling provides an specific environment stimulating the transcription restart after DNA damage. When transcription rates are recovered, the DNA can be remodeled back to its predamaged state to maintain epigenetic information by for instance CAF1 and ASF1.](nucl-5-203-g2){#F2}

The incorporation of new histones will result in a loss of pre-damage PTMs as new histones can carry specific modifications different from the old nucleosomal histones. So, incorporation of these histones upon damage will result in a defined chromatin region with specific post translational modifications. These new modifications might either stimulate transcription restart itself or recruit other factors needed for transcription recovery. Interestingly, the recently identified UV-specific interaction partner of TFIIH, ELL is not involved in repair but knock down results in an impaired recovery of RNA synthesis.[@R46] FRAP data shows that, in absence of ELL, upon UV irradiation a larger immobile fraction of RNAPII was observed, suggesting that without ELL RNAPII remains stalled upon repair. ELL might be a promoting factor necessary for transcription restart itself, or may serve as a binding site for other factors that are needed to stimulate RNAPII to initiate transcription after repair is finished.[@R46] Recently, different NER factors, including XPC and ERCC1, were suggested to be involved in transcriptional control as well. These proteins might regulate changes in the epigenetic landscape or are suggested to induce chromatin looping and CTCF recruitment to facilitate transcription initiation. Even though these effects were found to be gene and most likely cell type specific, it might be interesting to study whether this activity is involved in transcription recovery upon UV-damage.[@R47]^-^[@R49]

According to the access-repair-restore model, chromatin remodeling may be implicated before and after DNA repair, thereby maintaining proper cellular functioning.[@R16] These three recent studies show that in addition to the in this model suggested chromatin modifications, specific chromatin changes are needed for proper transcription restart upon UV-damage.[@R26]^-^[@R28] This adds an important novel layer to the access-repair-restore model in which the chromatin is geared up for proper transcription restart already before the actual damage is repaired. Histone H3.3 is normally present in actively transcribed chromatin regions and therefore incorporation of H3.3 at damaged sites by HIRA will provide a transcription stimulating environment. FACT mediated H2A/H2B exchange will most likely give the chromatin extra plasticity needed for RNAPII movement or recruitment of other involved factors. In addition, DOT1L is preventing a heterochromatin structure that would block transcription recovery after repair. All together these factors create a specific chromatin environment of newly incorporated histones and their chromatin marks so that, after the lesion is repaired, RNAPII can restart transcription to restore mRNA expression levels. After repair and transcription restart have taken place, more remodeling might be needed to restore the chromatin to pre-damaged conditions, thereby preserving the epigenetic information of the damage region.[@R17]^,^[@R22] The assays used to monitor chromatin plasticity upon DNA damage, including live-cell histone exchange assays and visualization of newly incorporated histone at sites of damage, will enable us to also study the involvement of specific histone variants during TC-NER and transcription restart. Furthermore, recent advances in proteomics will enable us to uncover specific histone PTMs that are crucial to overcome the detrimental consequences of transcription blocking lesions. Finally, the identification of DOT1L, FACT, and HIRA will fuel further in-depth research to detect roles of the changes in the chromatin landscape involved in specific forms of transcriptional restart like the recovery of RNA synthesis upon genotoxic events.
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